Introduction. Let X be a real Banach space, X* its conjugate space, (w, u) the pairing between w in X* and u in X. If C is a closed convex subset of X, a mapping T of C into X* is said to be monotone if (1) (Tu -Tv, u -v) ^ 0 for all w and v in C.
It is the object of the present note to prove the following theorem: THEOREM 
Let C be a closed convex subset of the reflexive Banach space X with 0£C, Ta monotone mapping of Cinto X*. Suppose that T is continuous from line segments in C to the weak topology of X* while
(Tu, «)/H|->+oo as|H|->+co.
Then for each given element w 0 of X*, there exists u 0 in C such that 
for all v in C.
1. We denote weak convergence by -*, strong convergence by -->. If we let /->0 and use the weak continuity of T on segments in C, we have Tv t -*TuQ, and hence 
DEFINITION. If GQXXX*, G is said to be a monotone set if [u, w], [ui, Wi]GG implies that (w-wi, u-ui) ^0. G is said to be maximal monotone if it is monotone and maximal in the monotone sets ordered by inclusion.

\n / n
Thus c(||«»||) ^» -1 ||»o||, and ||w n || ^ikf, independent of w. We may extract a subsequence which we again denote by u n such that u n -*Uo in F. Then ze/ n ->0. For each u in C (Tu -w n , « = Un) è 0.
